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Declare God’s Word 
for Supernatural Breakthrough

The Power of the Decree
Releasing the Authority of God’s Word through Declaration 

by Patricia King

Decreeing God’s Word is one of the most vital forms of intercession. In fact, this type of 
prayer not only builds our faith but transforms our lives, leading us to spiritual  
breakthrough like never before. Many people in our world are abandoning the Word 
and making decisions on how they feel or what seems right in their own mind rather 
than relying on God’s perspective. Believers must raise the bar in this hour and honor 
the Word!

In her most powerful and enlightening book yet, bestselling author Patricia King helps 
you grasp the significant impact of inspired and finely tuned prayer. Patricia is available 
to interview or write articles on 

     •  finding specific promises in Scripture for your need.
     •  countering problems with God’s Word
     •  speaking the truth of Scripture with confidence.
     •   understanding the difference between confessing the Word, proclaiming the Word 

and decreeing the Word.

Accept the challenge to decree the words of Scripture boldly—in God’s timing, and for 
His will and purposes to break forth in your life. It’s time to start decreeing!

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Patricia King is a respected apostolic leader, evangelist, author, television host, 
media producer and sought-after speaker who has given her life for the  
advancement of God’s Kingdom. She is founder of Patricia King Ministries and 
Women in Ministries Network and co-founder of XPMedia.com. Patricia and her 
husband, Ron, have two adult sons and three grandchildren and live in Maricopa, 
Arizona. Learn more at patriciakingministries.com.
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